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Mixed and matched melodic elements of techno, trance, drum and bass laced with acoustic instruments

and an occasional vocal all wrapped up in duct tape... 16 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Drum 'n

Bass/Jungle, ELECTRONIC: Techno Details: ATTENTION!!! Due to the horrific disaster that has hit this

nation, ALL proceeds from the sale of this CD will be going to the American Red Cross to help with

disaster relief efforts. Please take this opportunity to give - not only by buying this CD, but other CDs here

on CD BABY that are also doing the very same thing. Let's make this the ELECTRONIC LIVE AID!!

Thanks for your support. Will Jacobsen Duct Tape Mummy Barefoot One Music Music Description: Duct

Tape Mummy's "Bindings" gets you all tied up in a dance/trance/dnb/techno/acoustic mix that focuses on

funky bass grooves and delicious movements and melodies. As an added twist, Duct Tape Mummy's

creator, Will Jacobsen, uses his vocal talents on 4 of the disc's tracks! In comparison to DTM's previous

releases, this one is a bit more aggressive and dance oriented. Will's lyrics will definately give you an

insight as to why he does what he does on the track "I Was Born This Way." He also reveals to the world

that he loves Salma Hayek! Yes, if you recall, he loved Lucy Liu on his last disc, "Erotomania," and he still

does...but this is different....! "Bindings" also features a new MummyGirl! Her name is Shellie, and she

was beautifully captured (in duct tape and other things...)through the lens of photographer Christina

Clusiau. I'd buy this CD just for the pictures.... Also, the Duct Tape Mummy website has been updated!!

Go take a look by clicking on the link on the left! Will is already underway on another project and will soon

be keeping busy with mastering a CD for modern/classical pianist, David Alstead! Check David out too...

right here on CD Baby! DJ's - Please contact Will about mixes and re-mixes of DTM material!! BUY THIS

CD, PLEASE and Enjoy!
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